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Totally real parallel submanifolds in pn(C) By Hiroo Nai toh (*) Introduction. In the study of submanifolds in symmetric spaces, parallel submanifolds often play an important role. For example, in the study of minimal submanifolds in the Euclidean sphere the symmet~ic R-spaces, which are parallel submanifolds, provide abundant examples for testi~g various conjectures. Hence it seems to be useful to classify the parallel submanifolds in a specific symmetric space. Actually, these submanifolds have been classified by D.Ferus [5] , [6] , [7] when the ambient space is the Euclidean space or the Euclidean sphere, and by M. Takeuchi [17] when the ambient space is the real hyperbolic space. Moreover H.Nak~<Jawa and R.Tak~gi [10] and M. Takeuchi. 116] . have classified the parallel Kahler submanifolds in the complex projective space with constant holomorphic sectional curvatures.
In this paper we study n-dimensional complete totally real parallel submanifolds in the n-dimensional complex projective space pn(C) with constant holomorphic sectional curvatures. It is known that a riemannian manifold which admits a p~rallel isometric immersion into a symmetric space is a locally symmetric spa~e. Fix an n-dimensional . simply connected symmetric space Mn. Let Y M ( resp. ~M) be the set of all equivalence classes of totally real parallel isometric immersions of M n into pn(C) (resp. of complete totally real parallel submanifolds in pn(C) with the universal riemannian cover-(*) Partially supported by the Yukawa Foundation. The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to Professor M.
Takeuchi and Professor Y.Sakane for their useful comments during the preparation of this paper.
Preliminaries
Let ~ (resp. Mn) be an m-dimensional ( resp. n-dimensional ) connected riemannian manifold.
nian connection on ~ ( resp. riemannian curvature tensor for isometric immersion of M n into Denote by M n ) and V ( resp.
~. We V ( resp. V ) the riemanby R ( resp. R ) the V ) . Now let f be an denote by the same notation < ,> the riemannian metrics on the both riemannian manifolds. Then we have the followi~g Lemma 1.1 ( cf. See [11] ). Let f be a totally real isometric immersion of M n into pr(c). Then for any point p E M and all vectors X" Y ,Z E Tp (M) • From now on we assume that the complex dimension r equals n.
For a totally real isometric immersion f: M n + pn (c) we define the (1) (j is a symmetric trilinear form on @ under the canonical identification of (9* ®@* 0® with (1)* ®~ ®(9* thro~gh the riemannian metric <, > on @,
.. for all vectors X, Y "Z €@. Hence all skew hermiti'an matrices of d~gree n, the Lie a~gebra @(n) of
all real skew ~ymmetric matrices of d~gree n, and the linear space r-r Sn (R) = '{ r-TA; A is a real symmetric matrix of d~gree n' } respectively. This implies the assertion. injective Lie homomorphism.
Proof. At ~irst we shall prove the following three formulas: ,a . ,a 
at at at are l~nearly lndependent but
at.
at at are linearly dependent in Tc(t) (M). Then there exist the unique e-positive functions Kl (t) I,··· ,K r -l (t). on I and the unique COO-orthonormal vector fields Vl(t),···,Vr(t) along the curve c(t) such that t: (t) = VI(t), (vL VI) (t) = Kl(t)Vi(t) . at.
at .
(vL V r ) (t) = -Kr_l(t)Vr_l(t). at complete, the Frenet .curve c (t) is defined for _00 < t < +00 ( cf. See [4] and [15] ). Now we have the followi!lg Secondly, let ~M be the set of all complete totally real parallel submanifolds with the universal riemannian'coveri~g Mn.
Then we can define an action of G on ~M by
for g e G and N e AM. ,Let ~M be the set of all orbits of the
Lastly, set
Then we can define an action of In this case, the metric on the manifold ~ is determined uniquely by the constant c and the set X M consists of one point.
Models of totally real parallel isometric immersions
Let V be an (n+l}-dimensional complex vector space .furnished with a positive de;finite hermitian inner product ( , ) . Then we can define the associated inner product <; ,.>v on V as follows: is a horizontal. vector field along -yet). Moreover for any horizontal vector field It along yet).
Let t be a horizontal ( resp. horizontal and totally real )
isometric immersion of an n-dimensional riemannian manifold M n into S ~ Then the ma:ppi~~ f = 1T 0 f : M n .... P (V) is an isometric immersion ( resp. a totally real isometric immersion). Now we have the follow- for . ~ E SU(n) and X E V.
A ,.. ,.. Then 'the r.iemannian metric of M is invariant under SU(n) by (2) and hence M is a symmetric space, and the isometric imbeddi~g 1 is horizontal and totally rea~ by (2) and (3).
'"
Hence f = 1T of is a totally real isometric immersion.
Now we show that the isometric immersion f has the parallel second fundamental form. Since f is totally real in P(V), the equation of Codazzi~Mainardi implies that V*af is a normal bundle valued symmetric tensor of d~gree 3. Note that f is equivariant by (2) , and that maximal abelian subspaces in . ~nd the followi~g set ® is a maximal abelian subspace in @:
The isometric imbeddi~g f is equivariant relative to the representstion P: SU (2n) -+ SU (V) defined by
for g € SU(2n) and X EV. ,.,
flo) = (1112n}J n and 
,..
(2) The isometric ,imbedding f is equivariant relative to the ;representation p: E 6 "" SU (V) defined by for . 9 E E6 and X E V. by the condition (1) for a and (6.3). ter.m of the r~ght hand side is calculated as follows:
)J ) .)) ) ) + h. 2 «y.,z.>x. -<x.,Z.>Y.). ) ) ) ) ) ) ) u c / 4 +h. Proof. Note that the condition (2) for ~RnO is obvious since RnO is flat. Moreover by the conditions (1) and (3) for.o we can see easily that. (l og satisfies the conditions (1) and (3) for J(RnO. put X = Xo E ®O' Y = Y j , Z = Zj E~ in the condition (3) for a.
Then we have
The right hand side is calculated by (6.1) and Lemma 6. Here the proof of our claim (B) is omitted since it is straightforward.
Remark 6.5. LetM n be a simply connected symmetric space A satisfyi!lg the condition (6.4). Then we define an JRr-valued bilinear form. crag on JRr as follows:
By easy calculations, we can see that the-mr-valued bilinear form crog on R r satisfies the condition (3) of (A). Thus we. get infinitely Proof. Let. {e l ,e 2 } be an orthonormal. basis of R2. Then the condition a €.JR2 is equivalent to the condition that a(el,e l ) = exe l + f3 e 2 (6.5 ) q <.el'~2) = f3 e l + ye 2 , and c/4 = 132 + y2 _ exy -(36.
q(e 2 ,e 2 ) = ye l + oe 2
Suppose that the totally real parallel immersion of R2 eorrespondi~g to a is minimal. Then ex + y = 13.+ Q = 0 and thus 13 2 + "'(2 = c/8
by the second equality of (6.5). Put 13 = 1f}/8 cos a and y =
~ sin e for some a and define a linear isometry g of a . 45
Then we have Hence all elements in RR2 corresponding to minimal immersions belong to the same equivalence class. Now by Theorem 3.4 and 3.6 we. get our first claim. The. second claim follows from Jg.al 2 = (1/2)c.
q.e.d.
Remark 6.7. S.T.Yau [18] has shown that if M2 is a complete non-negative curved totally real minimal surface in p2(c), M2 is totally. geodesic or flat, and moreover in the ~ast case the second fundamental form is parallel. The minimal surface of Theorem 6.6
gives a unique example of such surfaces in the flat case. This has been constructed concretely in my previous paper [11] and it is compact. 
